Example-based assisting approach for pulmonary nodule classification in three-dimensional thoracic computed tomography images.
An example-based assisting approach that supports decision making in classifying pulmonary nodules in 3-dimensional (3D) thoracic computed tomography images has been developed. The example-based assisting approach retrieves and displays nodules that exhibit morphologic and internal profiles consistent to the nodule in question. It uses a 3D computed tomography image database containing 143 pulmonary nodules for which diagnosis is known. The central module makes possible analysis of the query nodule image and extraction of the features of interest: shape, surrounding structure, and internal structure of the nodules. The principal axes and the compactness characterize the nodule shape. The surrounding and internal structures are represented by the distribution pattern of computed tomography density value and 3D curvature indexes. The nodule representation is then used for computing a similarity measure such as a correlation coefficient and a malignant likelihood of the query nodule. The malignant likelihood is estimated by the difference between the representation patterns of the query case and the retrieved lesions. The Mahalanobis distance was adopted as the difference measure. The approach performance was assessed through leave-one-out method by the false-positive rate. Given a query nodule image, the proposed method retrieved benign and malignant images similar to the query case and provided its malignant likelihood. The number of cases that obtained enough number of the retrieved cases for estimating the malignant likelihood was 107 cases (malignant, 70; benign, 37) in our database. Sensitivity was 91.4% (64 of 70 malignant nodules), specificity was 51.4% (19 of 37 benign nodules), and accuracy values were 77.6% (83 of 107 nodules). Preliminary assessment of this approach showed that an example-based assisting approach is an effective tool for making the diagnostic decision in the classification of pulmonary nodules using the nodule image database.